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Safe notes app android

There are tons of note apps with wildly different approaches to organizing your thoughts. For that perfect balance between quick notes and serious organization, Google Keep is our favorite. You can easily denigrate something or go all-out with filtering, stickers, color coding and more. Google KeepPlatform: AndroidPrice: FreeDownload
PageFeaturesStores text and notes from the listAttach photo or voice recording on notesLabel notes for easy filterColor-code notesSearch notes by text, Type, color, label or attachmentAdjust time or location on certain notesShare notes and lists with other usersShared notes are synchronized immediately for all users Where
ExcelsGoogle Keep is the perfect balance between a basic app for downloading notes and a full-fledged system of laptops such as Evernote. If all you want is a quick place to scribble some text, Keep has you covered without jumping through hoops. You can easily add regular text notes or quick benefits lists without creating entire
notebooks or organizational schemes. However, if you want more, Keep has a ton of functionality buried beneath the surface. You can attach a voice recording or photo to your notes (albeit only one by one), a color code, and mark them for easy filtering, and even share it with others so everyone has the same information. You can also
set reminders in Keep that work just like Google Now reminders, so you won't forget that task you scribbled. Where Falls ShortGoogle Keep is good for short notes, but there aren't many features that have more powerful tools like Evernote. You can't organize your notes into notebooks—tags serve a similar function, but the default page is
still all your notes in one place—and the notes themselves are very basic. You can't use rich formatting or adding tables, and you can only add pictures as header pictures. You can't add them to your network in resuse. G/O Media can get commission CompetitionIf Google Keep is a note block, Evernote is a filing cabinet. The current note
service is an obvious alternative to the more dedicated notes of the organizers. For larger research projects, or just keeping notebooks for anything you want to remember, Evernote is amazing. That's a bit of an overstatement to write down the grocery list, but if you want a seriously powerful note app, Evernote currently holds the throne.
Microsoft's OneNote offers some of the most powerful features for writing real notes. In addition to rich text, images and tables as Evernote offers, you can also draw using marker and highlighter tools. You can even add lines that rule so that your notes resemble laptop paper. Like Evernote, it's probably excessive for simple notes, but it's
a nice alternative if you want something different. SimpleNote (s) in the opposite direction. This app has even fewer features than Google Keep, which is nice for those who don't need bells and whistles. It's a plaintext, no special formatting. You can mark or pin specific notes or search your archive, but there's nothing else in terms of
organization. Which isn't a bad thing, if you're in a minimalist note app. Lifehacker's App Directory is a new and growing directory of recommendations for the best apps and tools in a number of default categories. There is a more to-do list of managers and utilities available for Android that there is no way we could mention each of them.
However, after testing several apps and companion services, we settled on Wunderlist as the best manager for Android, but it has very stiff competition. WunderlistPlatform: Android Price: Free download PageFeaturesCross-platform, with dedicated apps for iOS, Android, Windows, Mac OS and Linux with a web application to access your
to-dos when you are on the system without wunderlist application installedSyncs all tasks on your Wunderlist account on the web, So it's not necessary to sync your device to your device or third-party intermediate servicesFeatures homescreen widgets so you can see your upcoming to-dos without opening theQuickly app to add and
manage tasks from the mobile app, assign deadlines and due datesAllows send you tasks to Wunderlist via email and support Email reminders when the task is dueAllows you organize and make tasks highlight them starring, adding notes that will help you run memory, or sorting them into lists or categoriesOffers multiple backgrounds to
personalize your mobile experience/ li&gt;Where ExcelsWunderlist is the greatest strength is in its flexibility. The Android app is great and richly presented by itself and gives you access to all the features you'd like from a mobile manager. You can easily add tasks, move them between categories, or mark them as important, change due
dates, and even change the view so you can focus specifically on the most important items you need to work on. Plus, all your tasks and changes are synced to your Wunderlist account on the web so you don't need to sync or push your changes to another device. In addition, you can share links with other users and collaborate on
projects. In addition, it does not hurt that Wunderlist is available for almost every platform, with original applications for iOS, Windows, Mac OS and Linux with Android and a fully prominent webapp. Where android app It Falls ShortWunderlist is relatively new, so some users have reported problems getting a home screen widget to work
just right or sorting tasks to work. This has all worked well in our tests, but it's worth noting. Also, although Wunderlist allows you to star tasks and make notes about them for multiple references, there is no support for tagging. Plus – and this is big – Wunderlist has no about the location. It's con when you consider some of your competition
has it, but it's not that big when you consider that Wunderlist is completely free and that its competitors have a location awareness fee. G/O Media can get commission: As many of you have reminded us, Wunderlist does not support repetitive tasks. CompetitionIt says that there are alternatives to android wunderlist will be gross
understatement. Astrid (Free) came extremely close to seeding first. We have already mentioned Astrid several times, most notably in our Lifehacker Pack for Android, and we still think it's a great app. It is free, was one of the first features of rich to-do list managers for Android, and unlike Wunderlist, syncs with Google Tasks and
Producteev, as well as its own webapp, partly to help for the lack of a desktop client. If you're already using another web service and want an app that will sync with your Android phone, Astrid is a great alternative. If you're willing to invest money, Astrid has a location awareness plugin that will set you back $1.49 and a Power Pack for
$3.99 that includes features like home screen widgets and voice support. Taskos (Free) is another free option that looks great and has many great features baked in the free version that other apps include in their paid versions or in-app purchases, such as in-app widgets, alerts, voice actions, and Google task sync. Taskos' only downside
is that there's no webapp or desktop app to use when you're at your computer – it's all on your phone. Also, no discussion of to-do managers would be complete without mentioning ToDo.txt and Todo.txt Touch ($2) for Android, written by our own founder editor, Gina Trapani. To use Todo.txt Touch, your job list must be a text file stored in
your Dropbox account. Combined with Todo.txt Command Line Interface (CLI) for Windows and you have a sleek but powerful way to manage your to-dos in progress or on your computer. Another utility, Epistle (Free), works in a similar way. Most other to-do managers for Android are in for free with paid extras or a freemium department.
ReQall (Free), has a great Android app that syncs with ReQall webapp, but sync is often a buggy and its best features, such as integration with Evernote and Google Calendar, SMS reminders and location awareness are only available to ReQall Pro subscribers from $19.99 per year. GTasks (Free) is an easy-to-use to-do manager that
syncs with and is ideal for people who use Google tasks. The ad is supported and will cost you $6.99 to remove. The Android Task List (free) is another great option that includes widgets and color and category organization. It is also supported by ads; $1.99 will remove them. Finally, Remember The (Free) is another option, and the
service updated only this week to make the Android app free to all users, not just those willing to pay $25/year for a professional account. However, while the app is free, you can only sync with servers every 24 hours and you will need to do so manually. To unlock the app's true potential, you'll have to pay for it. It's not an exhaustive list of
to-do apps for Android to say the least. There are dozens on the Android App Market, some of which serve as standalone organizational tools and others that are just third-party channels for popular web services. Do you have a favorite we've been missing? Let us know in the comments below. Lifehacker's App Directory is a new and
growing directory of recommendations for the best apps and tools in a number of default categories. Admit. I'm forgetful and it gets worse every year. Smartphones are life-saving time here, without them I would never have done anything because I would have spent my life trying to remember the things I need to remember. I need a
calendar that syncs. I need a list manager. But what I need most is something that will give me to record bits of information at the time so I can later sit down with a cigar and a nice espresso and fill calendar and to-do lists. That's where 3banana Notes comes in. Follow after a break to learn more about the silly-name notebook. Admit.
I'm forgetful and it gets worse every year. Smartphones are life-saving time here, without them I would never have done anything because I would have spent my life trying to remember the things I need to remember. I need a calendar that syncs. I need a list manager. But what I need most is something that will give me to record bits of
information at the time so I can later sit down with a cigar and a nice espresso and fill calendar and to-do lists. That's where 3banana Notes comes in. Follow after a break to learn more about the silly-name notebook. There are a lot of notebooks on the market, and I think I've tried them all. I even tried voice memos for a while... which
was a catastrophe of epic proportions and another story in :) When I came across the 3 banana notes I stopped looking. Whoever dreamed up the idea of a notebook incorporating images and text, SYNC's OTAs and can grab text from barcodes need a medal. Enough of my gushing, let's look at the app. The interface is simple.
Pleasantly simple. Click the button, enter some text, or scan the barcode, attach the picture, or take it. Take the memo! Setting it up is simple enough, you can use your Google credentials or set up an account on snaptic.com to sign in to secure snaptic sync servers, decide whether or not you want to geotage your photos, and set the
font size. Nothing complicated, and it shouldn't be. It's a notebook, not a science calculator. I don't know about you, but I just love it. Nice and simple Once it's set up, you just write down your message on the fly, save it when you're done, and there you have it. 3 Banana supports tags and hashtags, and all text is so you can find what
you need to remember. A big plus is the sync feature. If you're using a Snaptic account, you can sync between 2 (or more) devices. When I find out I'm out of a roast chicken shoulder, I can make a quick note, sync it, and my wife knows I need more fuel, all without ever leaving my mancave in the garage! Houston, we have a problem!
You can also share your notes via email, Facebook or Twitter if you wish. The mandatory pin to homescreen function is there, as well as a pretty decent widget. Widget on the Home screen and pinned note If you need a little organization in your life, look at the 3 Banana notes and I think you'll be glad you did. Did.
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